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The bestselling Wee Sing line is now tailored for the most modern Wee Sing fans! These eight

classic Wee Sing titles are now in a great new packageâ€”a book and CD in a reusable blister!
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We don't have a DVD player in our vehicle so we use the Wee Sing cds to entertain (and laugh and

giggle) with our grandgirls when we travel with them. They are 12 and 13, but that makes it even

more fun because they now make up extra verses to some of the songs. My dad was career Air

Force (WWII Vet) and we moved across country )coast to coast) twice back in the day before fast

food and chain hotels--and FM radio. Singing was the only thing that kept us kids sane on the 3,000



mile trek across country. I've always sung with the girls in the car, even when they were babies in

car seats. My memory isn't what it used to be so having the Wee Sing cds helps me "re-remember"

the words.

I liked the WeeSing CD's from years ago - just lots of singing and not all the talking parts like the

ones of today. These have too much other irrelevant stuff and the songs are partial songs. Bring

back the original CD's.

Have great memories with this CD, or tape, when I was little!I remember when I was little, I

misheard the song "today is Monday," I thought it said "Wednesday stew hoop," but it really said

"Wednesday soup" LOLI love it to this very day!Is great to get children and adults moving along, or if

you want, just snuggle and sigh by a fire with a friend!Has a little Bible songs on it, which I love

because I believe in Christ!Love the CD, brings back great memories!

I love the Wee Sing series. They are generally easy to sing along with and are great for teaching

children new songs. However, this particular compilation contains lots of songs with both a melody

and harmony. Sometimes it's even hard to hear the melody to sing along with. Many of the songs

have adults singing with the children, rather than just a children's chorus. There are also lots of

songs that are sung in rounds. The age range for this was listed as 4-8. I think it's probably closer to

8-12, unless your 4-8 year old children are musically advanced. I'm still glad I bought it, but it's not

nearly as useful as I'd hoped.

My kids, ages 4, 6,8 and 10 really enjoy these. The girls like to pop a cd in and listen as they go to

sleep at night. Fun to sing along, great to pass time when waiting in doctors offices. They are

entertaining, funny and good exercise for their memory.

This is the new version of the previous "Wee Sing Around the Camp Fire". I was really happy to

discover that its the same songs, but the arrangements have been updated so its not exactly the

same as it was before. In general the updates are done well. A few songs here and there I wish

were kept in the original format but overall I am very satisfied with this CD and I am glad it is

available now in CD so I get to share this with my daughter. She is currently 22 months old and she

loves the music. We play it every afternoon after snack.



Great memories for our family and for sharing with our grandchildren!

Third generation enjoying it in my family.
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